Efficient and robust analysis of biomacromolecular flexibility using ensembles of network topologies based on fuzzy noncovalent constraints.
We describe an approach (ENT(FNC)) for performing rigidity analyses of biomacromolecules on ensembles of network topologies (ENT) generated from a single input structure. The ENT is based on fuzzy noncovalent constraints, which considers thermal fluctuations of biomacromolecules without actually sampling conformations. Definitions for fuzzy noncovalent constraints were derived from persistency data from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. A very good agreement between local flexibility and rigidity characteristics from ENT(FNC) and MD simulations-generated ensembles is found. Regarding global characteristics, convincing results were obtained when relative thermostabilities of citrate synthase and lipase A structures were computed. The ENT(FNC) approach significantly improves the robustness of rigidity analyses, is highly efficient, and does not require a protein-specific parameterization. Its low computational demand makes it especially valuable for the analysis of large data sets, e.g., for data-driven protein engineering.